Packaging & Delivery Service

For libraries, archives, museums, and individuals around the world

Creative and pioneering solutions from the University of Oxford
CONSERVATION PACKAGING

The Packaging and Delivery Service (PADS) design, manufacture, and supply a range of conservation packaging products for libraries, archives, and museums.

PADS use state of the art Kasemake machines and software to produce bespoke packaging solutions efficiently and quickly. The team prides itself in providing a value-for-money and easy-to-use service.
QUALITY MATERIALS AND DESIGNS

PADS use materials only of the highest quality which meet stringent conservation standards such as box board, 100% cotton museum board, and Plastazote®.

Our extensive knowledge and expertise result in interesting, attractive, and practical designs to safeguard library, archive, and museum artefacts.
Our specialities include:

- Large-scale boxing projects
- Cloth covered boxes
- Card book cradles
- Book shoes
- Mount and Plastazote® cutting
- Plan chest folders and wrappers
For more information and prices visit www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/pads

To discuss your requirements contact:
Edward Adcock
edward.adcock@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
07824 372 023
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